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1Abstract— This work presents an extensive study of maximum power point tracking (MPPT) techniques using three 

algorithms when photovoltaic (PV) array is subjected to USC (uniform shaded condition) and partial shaded condition 

(PSC). MPPT techniques including incremental conductance (IC), fuzzy logic control (FLC), and hill-climbing (HC), 

techniques are the most intentional customary techniques. For discovering the maximum power point (MPP) of the PV 

module under every concealing condition, the above MPPT techniques are concomitantly using deviations of the PV 

current and voltage. Each algorithm proves to provide certain advantages to make it applied widely. The disadvantages 

however do not hinder the applicability. Hence, a comparison of the performance of traditional MPPT algorithms such as 

HC, IC, and FLC methods has been carried out in this article. A simple boost converter with a resistive load modeled 

using MATLAB/Simulink has been applied for the experimentation of several MPPT algorithms. For PV researchers to 

remain updated with the most recent progress, it is visualized that this study will be a source of significant data. 

Index Terms—Solar energy, Photovoltaic (PV), Partial shading, Maximum power point, Uniform shading. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Solar energy is regarded as the main promising and probably to be the basis of a sustainable energy economy among renewable 

sources. Because of the economic prospects of medium and long-term PV power systems in large capacity are being installed 

worldwide [1]. Configurations like series, parallel, and series-parallel (SP) are typically used [2].  

Because of the non-linearity in the output voltage (VPV) as well as current (IPV) of the PV array, there is one MPP in the P–V 

(power-voltage) characteristics under USC [3]. Hence, the MPPT technique is typically introduced for maximizing the PV power 

[4]. The extraction of maximum power is done by placing a power conditioning unit that is interfaced between PV modules and 

the load. The other function of this conditioning unit is to ensure the control of the output current and voltage-independent 

variations in load and input voltage [5]. 

Because of the clouds and shadows of adjacent buildings and trees, some portions of the PV exhibit get meagre sun-powered 

illumination. Hence, incomplete shading in PV systems cannot be avoided [6]. The system P–V characteristic curve has many 

peaks during the partial shaded condition (PSC) or in mismatching condition [7 – 9]. 

II. PV CELL MODELING 

A simple PV framework of PV array is shaped by connecting a large number of PV modules either in series or parallel or 

series-parallel mode through a centralized inverter as illustrated in Figure 1. For ensuring the required current and voltage, the PV 

cluster comprises many PV modules associated in series & parallel mode [10]. With each PV module to be protected from the hot-

spot issue, bypass diodes are coupled in parallel. The jamming diode is associated in arrangement with each string to defend the 

modules from the impact potential difference among series-linked strings which is grouped in series-parallel PV modules [11]. 

The mathematical expression of the output current for each module is 
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Figure 1. Series – Parallel combination of PV module 

 

where Ipv & Vpv indicate PV current and voltage respectively, Ipc indicates the light-produced current by the PV cell, I01 & I02 

signifies the diode reverse saturation currents as per two PV cell diode model. I02 compensates for the recombination loss in the 

diode’s depletion region (1), The thermal voltage of the PV module is 

 sT1,2V = N kT q          (2) 

where Ns represents the number of series-connected cells, q indicates the electron charge (1.602 ҳ 10-19C), k signifies the 

Boltzmann constant (1.3806503 ҳ 10-23 J/K) and T denotes the temperature of the PN junction in K. The terms a1 & a2 are the 

ideality constants of the diode [12]. In the two diode model, the accuracy is high. But, seven parameters are to be evaluated 

namely Ipc, I01, I02, RP, Rs, a1, and a2. The values a1 and a2 has been assumed as a1 = 1 and a2 = 2. The output equation is then, 
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Where ISC_ST-C indicates the photo generated current at STC (standard test condition) in Ampere. From (4)  

STCΔT = T - T K  0
STCT = 25 C  

G indicates the actual irradiation of the cell along with GSTC (1000 W/m2) is the irradiation at STC and Ki denotes the current 

coefficient of the short circuit. The saturation current may be calculated as, 

01 02 0I = I = I                          (5)         
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   2p = 1+ a 2.2                                                      (7)               

 where, Voc, STC is the PV cell voltage on the open circuit at STC, Kv is a constant. The iteration technique is used to calculate the 

parameters Rs and Rp in (1). The output equation of the model in Figure 1; is, 
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     (8) Then, the λ value is written as 
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where NSM and NPM are represented as the quantity of PV array modules associated with SP.  
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For building an array preliminary from the elemental cell to the main assembly, it offers a hypothetical bit-by-bit strategy. 

On the ideal PV cell interconnections, the aim is to learn the authority of various weather conditions for the cell quality and the 

categories of module technologies, and the dependence of cell interconnection is also projected [13]. 

A. PARTIAL SHADED CONDITION ON PV ARRAY 

 Non-uniform operating conditions are caused by several factors such as aging, partial shading, and dust. When partial 

shading takes place, the shaded panels will act as a load instead of a generator where hot spots are produced and finally destroys 

the panel [14 - 17]. The photocurrent for the shaded PV cells decreases, though the un-shaded cells maintain a higher 

photocurrent as the short-circuit current of a PV cell is relative to the irradiation level. Which causes a fall in the effective output 

current and hence the output power. This effect is termed as partial shading effect [18]. The pictorial representation of partial 

shading is illustrated in Figure 2. A portion of the PV modules, which receive uniform irradiation, will work with the most 

extreme efficiency [19]. 

 
Figure 2. PV array under normal operation and partial shaded condition 

 

 The P-V and I-V characteristics demonstrating the PSC under different shading conditions are displayed in Figure 3. Two 

conceivable cases are portrayed (a) with bypass diode and (b) without bypass diode. The diodes are used to divert the PV current 

from a shaded module. Therefore, the heating and array losses are decreased [20]. The execution of the bypass diode is shown in 

Figure 2 and the expression is,   

2 i

n
PV - PV 2

i=1
DV i            (10)                                                

From (10), it is comprehended that MPPT techniques are crucial for following the worldwide pinnacle viably under PSC; as 

multiple peaks happen under this condition [21]. Subsequently, the MPPT technique ought to have the capacity to find this 

global peak effectively. 

The principle of MPPT may be described with the help of Figure 4.  At MPP (Vmpp, Impp), the PV module produces its most 

extreme output power (Pmpp) as follows:   

mpp mpp mppP = V ×I              (11)                                                where Impp and Vmpp indicate the ideal 

MPP current as well as the voltage of the PV module respectively. At the point when a PV module is associated with a load, the 

working purpose of the PV module should be at the convergence of its I–V curve and the load line. A resistive load has a 1/R 

slope with a straight load line. A power electronic controller is introduced in the solar PV cluster and the load to extract extreme 

power. This converter adjusts load power to the array power so that the load characteristic is changed along the locus of MPP and 

maximum power is transferred from the array. The D (duty cycle) of this converter is modified until it gets the MPP [22]. 

The primary objectives of the MPPT controller are:  

1) To reduce the output power fluctuations in the steady-state 

2) To lessen the framework control misfortune  

3) To achieve the MPP with a small-time increase in the transitional state of the process 

4) Stability 

5) Robustness 
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         (b) 

Figure 3. PV array Performance under the partial shaded condition with respect to  (a) I-V characteristic (b) P-V characteristic 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Block diagram of PV array with MPPT techniques 

 

III. TYPES OF MPP TECHNIQUES 

The two conventional MPPT techniques named IC and HC and an advanced technique named fuzzy logic controller (FLC) 

are analysed here. 

A. INCREMENTAL CONDUCTANCE METHOD (IC) 

In incremental conductance technique, the slope of the power characteristic (Figure 3) in the PV cluster is specified by,  

At MPP     pv pvdP dV = 0  

In the left of MPP  pv pvdP dV > 0             (12) 

In the right of MPP pv pvdP dV < 0  

As,                                    
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Then (12) can be rephrased as,  

At MPP     
ΔI ΔV = - I V

 

In the left of MPP  
ΔI ΔV > - I V

            (14)    

In the right of MPP 
ΔI ΔV < - I V

 

Thus, the MPP would be pursued by associating the “instantaneous conductance” (I/V) to the “incremental conductance” (∆I/∆V). 

The Vref (“reference voltage”) is the MPP voltage at which the PV cluster is required to operate. At the MPP, VMPP would be 

equivalent to Vref. At the point when the MPP is attained, the PV operating point would be preserved until a change in ∆I is 

recorded. The algorithm alters the Vref in order to trail the value of the new MPP [23 - 25]. The key principle of the IC technique is 

an incremental comparison of instantaneous conductance with the ratio of conductance derivative [26]. 

The increment step size regulates how quickly the MPP is obtained. Tracking speed may be increased with higher increments in 

the step size. Though, the plan probably won't work absolutely at the MPP and swing about it rather; so there is a tradeoff. A 

technique has been projected that brings the working point of the PV cluster near the MPP in a primary phase and afterward uses 

IC to precisely follow the MPP in a secondary phase [27]. The linear performance is utilized to partition the I–V plane into two 

arenas, one comprising of all the conceivable MPPs under varying irradiation. A small value of error is to be added so as to reduce 

the oscillations between MPP which determines the sensitivity of the system and is articulated as,  
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B. HILL CLIMBING METHOD (HC) 

HC algorithm is fundamentally similar to perturb & observe (P & O). It adjusts the voltage of the PV array to trail the finest point 

VMPP. The duty ratio of the boost converter in the HC algorithm is perturbed to detect the MPP. The finest point is constantly 

traced and validated using the algorithm until the MPP, well-characterized as (dPPV/dVPV = 0) is identified. The present estimation 

of the PV power P(k) is continually associated with the previously identified power P(k-1). At the point when these quantities are 

comparable, the regulator will perturb the PV voltage and PV current once again. To bring the error e to zero, a simple 

proportional-integral (PI) control is incorporated. 

However, when the current power is better than the past, the inclination of the power is enhanced [28]. The power converter’s  

duty ratio remains to change and the operating power of the MPP oscillates. 

The HC algorithm is described by the mathematical equation as given in (12). The key benefit of the HC algorithm is its simple 

operation. The disadvantage of the technique is that it fails to trace the MPP under quickly varying conservational circumstances. 

A modified adaptive hill climbing MPPT method has been introduced, where the parameters are automatically tuned and control 

the scheme. This algorithm can be implemented under numerous environmental changes [29 - 30]. 

C. FUZZY LOGIC CONTROL (FLC) 

FLC system with polar data is defined for the MPPT control of the PV scheme under shaded conditions. The advantages of FLC 

over the customary regulators are:  

(i) they don’t require a precise numerical model, (ii) they can work with vague information sources, (iii) they can knob non-

linearity and (iv) they are more forceful than predictable non-linear controllers. 

The procedure of FLC is related to simplicity and efficacy for both linear and non-linear schemes. FLC has three significant 

phases, fuzzification, fuzzy rule base as well as defuzzification [31 - 32]. The procedure of the FLC is revealed in Figure 5. 

Fuzzification: In fuzzification, the numerical variable is rehabilitated into a linguistic variable. Seven fuzzy levels like PB 

(positive big), NB (negative big), PM (positive medium), NM (negative medium), PS (positive small), Z (zero) and NS (negative 

small), were utilized for high accuracy. 

In Table 1; the Z (zero) corner to corner connotes the exchanging line which isolates the tables into two segments of control 

activities. Over the exchanging line, it gives a negative sign to deceleration control activity and beneath the exchanging line gives 

positive signs for increasing speed control activity [33]. 

Membership function: The controller inputs (Error: E, change of error: ∆E) and incremental change within the “controller output” 

(∆U) are well-characterized on the collective normalized range of (0, 1). The membership functions are measured and their 

depiction is demonstrated in Figure 6. The dPPV/dVPV vanishes at the MPP utilizes the approximation, 

                                                     
   

   

P m - P m - 1
E m =

V m -V m - 1
       (16) 

     ΔE m = E m - E m -1          (17)  where, m indicates the sampling time, P(m) denotes the immediate 

power of the PV scheme and V(m) provides the conforming sudden voltage [34]. The E(m) will display the location of the MPP. 

The parameter ∆E(m) specifies the direction of movement of the operating point. 

 
Figure 5. Fuzzy logic controller block diagram 

 

Fuzzy rule base: The rule base that acquaintance the fuzzy yield to the fuzzy data is derivative by understanding scheme 

behavior. The fuzzy standards are intended to integrate the accompanying consultations considering the overall following 

presentations. 

1. When the terminal voltage of the PV cluster is larger than the MPP voltage, at that point increment in duty ratio (D) of 

the converter for maintaining the terminal voltage to Vmp. 

2. When the cluster voltage is extremely near MPP voltage and is up and coming quickly, the adjustment in duty ratio ought 

to be zero to deflect working point deviation away from the MPP and protect at zero change. 
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3. When the cluster voltage is near Vmp, the variation in duty ratio is little. 

4. When the terminal voltage of the PV cluster is less than MPP voltage, the change in duty ratio is negative to carry the 

terminal voltage to Vmp. 

TABLE 1. FUZZY RULE 

Δd ΔP 

ΔI NB NM NS Z PS PM PB 

NB Z NS NS NM NM NB NB 

NM PS Z NS NM NM NM NB 

NS PS PS Z NS NS NM NM 

Z PM PS PS Z NS NS NM 

PS PM PM PS PS Z NS NS 

PM PB PM PM PS PS Z NS 

These standards can be occupied with any PV scheme for MPP nevertheless of size and sort of converter utilized. There are 

various potential blends of the level of assistance with fluctuating qualities to the closely resembling standards, to content unique 

conditions. 

Defuzzification: The FLC yield regulator is rehabilitated back to mathematical factors from etymological factors with the help of 

similar participation execution however with dissimilar extents relying upon customer differentiation. The yield of the FLC would 

give an output signal to handling the duty ratio of the power converter so as to trace the highest power yield. Due to 

defuzzification, the FLC will achieve a maximum working voltage under PS alignments by maintaining tbe PV arraignment to its 

maximum value. Henceforth, the energy conversion efficacy of the scheme can be enhanced [35 - 36]. On the basis of the 

research, if the PV cluster has encountered 50 % of concealing, the working voltage is capable to move where power is ideal 

related to the ordinary P&O that trap on any local peaks. Here, the information, yield etymological factors are dictated by five 

levels as appeared in Table 1 [37]. 

 
Figure 6. The fuzzy logic controller membership function 

 

IV. DC TO DC CONVERTER 

There are several DC to DC converters used for standalone or grid-linked PV systems to control the load. Two types of converter 

applied for PV systems are used at static and dynamic irradiation conditions [54]. The converter used here for enhancing the PV 

module performance acts as an interface among PV modules as well as load. A simple boost converter has been utilized to boost 

the voltage that is received from the photovoltaic module. According to the PV module rating, a fixed resistive load is used here. 

The duty ratio of the boost converter is derived by 

o sD = 1- (V / V )              (18) 

where VS indicates the supply voltage and VO is the output voltage. 

The voltage output of the boost converter is based on the values of duty ratio ‘D’. The converter is operated in current mode  

continuously.  

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The MPPT techniques discussed in section 2 have been compared and verified using the MATLAB/Simulink model of simple 

boost configuration. Using the equations in section 2, a complete PV arrangement was designed as well as simulated in 

MATLAB/Simulink by taking the values of the components as CS = 50 µF, L = 100 mH, CL = 50 µF. One PV module has been 

used for simulation of the system in USC having specifications as open-circuit voltage = 36.72 V, maximum power rating = 

219.978 W, and short circuit current = 7.98 A. Two PV panels of the same rating mentioned above were connected in series for 

analyzing the results of PSC. 
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Figure 7(a); shows the steady-state PV current, voltage, and power under open-loop conditions. On analysis, it is found that in all 

three cases the deviation of power is approximately the same and the tracking has been carried out at the same power. When the 

duty ratio is at 0.35, the maximum power has been attained in the open-loop MPPT control. Various parameters such as IPV, 

VPV, and PPV with irradiation G = 1000 w/m2 and T of 250 C in case of HC method, IC method, and FLC method are 

demonstrated in Figure 7(b), 8(a), & 8(b). In an open-loop arrangement, it is determined that the maximum power is 220 W under 

standard test conditions. It is clear that in HC method, it provides an excellent tracking ability by delivering power of 216.8 W. In 

the IC method, the maximum power is improved than HC and is equal to 218.3 W. 

Figure 8(b); shows the steady-state result of PV system under G = 1000 W/m2 and T = 250 C for FLC based MPPT tracking. 

Here, the maximum power has been exactly tracked, and the value is found to be 219.9 W. The simulations for HC, IC, and FLC 

MPPT methods were carried out under uniform shading by changing the solar irradiation from 1000 W/m2 to 500 W/m2 as well as 

back to 1000 W/m2, and the outcomes are demonstrated in Figure 9(a), 9(b) and 12(a) respectively. The irradiation was reduced 

after a particular time interval (at 0.1s, the irradiation has been decreased from 1000 W/m2 to 500 W/m2) and again brought to the 

same irradiation after a particular time interval (at 0.3s, the irradiation has been raised from 500 W/m2 to 1000 W/m2).  

The outcome of various PV parameters of HC under USC is revealed in Figure 9(a), and it is clear that initially, the maximum 

power is at 216.8 W up to 0.2 s at irradiation of 1000 W/m2.  At 0.2 s, the irradiation is reduced to 500 W/m2 from 1000 W/m2 and 

it is reported that the maximum power is 59.5 W. The results of different parameters of the IC MPPT method are shown in Figure 

9(b). It is understood that the initial value of maximum power is at 218.3 W up to 0.2 s at irradiation of 1000 W/m2. At 0.2 s, the 

irradiation is reduced to 500 W/m2 from 1000 W/m2 and it is noticed that the maximum power is 60.8 W. The outcomes of the PV 

system applying the FLC MPPT technique demonstrated in Figure 12(a) clearly show that the value of maximum power initially 

is 219.9 W up to 0.2 s at irradiation of 1000 W/m2. When the irradiation is reduced to 500 W/m2 from 1000 W/m2, the maximum 

power has been found to be 64 W.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7. PV current, voltage, and power for (a) open loop system (b) HC at 250 C and 1000 W/m2 

 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 8. PV current, voltage and power for (a) IC (b) FLC at 250 C and 1000 W/m2 

 

The steady-state power ripples for various MPPT techniques under USC are shown in Figure 10(a). It is observed that the least 

ripple has been found in the FLC method whereas the highest ripple was in the HC method. It was found in all methods of MPPT, 

the tracking of power for particular irradiation has been approximately the same.  

However, the tracking speed of HC is small compared with the IC method and the fastest tracking was found in FLC as 

demonstrated in Figure 10(b). Table 2 summarizes the simulation results for several MPPT methods for different irradiations and 

a temperature of 250 C. It is obvious from the table that the fuzzy logic control technique of MPPT provides better results both in 

the speed of tracking and accuracy. Table 2 is plotted with irradiation on X-axis as well as power on Y-axis which is shown in 

Figure 11(a). It is obvious that the fuzzy logic control MPPT is the best method out of the other two methods. Figure 11(b) 

demonstrates the comparison of maximum power error with respect to irradiation.  

From Figure 11(b) it is understood that the HC technique has the highest error in power when compared with the IC and FLC 

and the least error in power is in FLC. Table 3 explains the comparative analysis of the three MPPT techniques in terms of 

tracking time, power ripple, implementation, and accuracy. It is clear that the FLC approach is better compared to the other 

methods presented in this paper. 

Figure 12 (b) demonstrates the simulation output of the FLC under PSC. For analyzing this condition, two identical panels (each 

of capacity 220 W) were investigated, and initially, the irradiation for both panels is given as 1000 W/m2 and the PV power is 

439.7 W. The irradiation of one panel is changed to 800 W/m2 at 0.2 S and the PV power at that time is 316.97 W.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 9. PV current, voltage, and power for (a) HC (b) IC under the USC 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 10. (a) Error in power (b) PV power tracking speed in case of HC, IC, and FLC under USC 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 11. (a) Comparison of PV power versus irradiation for OL, HC, IC, and FLC (b) Error in Power with calculated values 

for different MPP techniques. 
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TABLE II COMPARISON OF POWERS FOR DIFFERENT MPPT METHODS 
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Power in W 

Open Loop HC IC FLC 

1000 220.00 216.80 218.30 219.90 

900 192.40 183.70 185.70 192.10 

800 156.80 147.40 149.90 156.70 

700 122.00 114.20 116.30 121.90 

600 90.90 84.60 86.50 90.80 

500 64.02 59.50 60.80 64.00 

400 41.70 38.70 39.50 41.70 

300 24.03 22.20 22.50 23.98 

200 11.04 10.20 10.40 11.00 

 

TABLE III COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT MPPT ALGORITHMS 
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(b) 

Figure 12. PV current, voltage and power for FLC under (a) USC (b) PSC 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The HC, IC, and FLC methods were simulated in the MATLAB/Simulink platform. The simulation was carried out using a boost 

converter in open-loop as well as closed-loop with HC, IC, and FLC algorithms. It is found that all methods may be used for better 

tracking of maximum power. It is observed that the FLC approach is faster converging to maximum power with lesser ripples. The 

performance of all the three MPPT algorithms was simulated, compared, and is summarized in Table 3. The comparison shows 

that the FLC approach is better for tracking the maximum power and takes only very little time for settling. The PSC in the PV 

array creates more complex P-V characteristics with many peaks which may lead the PV cluster to trap the local MPP and 

diminish the maximum generation. In the case of partial concealing, the FLC method provides a better tracking ability among the 

methods considered in this paper. 
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